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Boundaries of Belonging

This exhibition explores the lines that tie us to heritage and home. 
However here home is not a domestic ideal, instead it is a somewhat 
unsettling accountability, an aftershock of the lottery of life, leaving us 
wrestling with enduring duties we carry from the histories we were born 
into. 

TThe four artists presented in Boundaries of Belonging, Hannah Bakken, 
Andrea Gochez-Wilson, Mohamed Murshed and Mercedes Rajme create 
works that articulate the complex relationships to the places where they 
and their families originate from. These ancestral lines hold us and push us 
away, they include some of us in shared meaning while excluding others of 
us, and at times, limit our safety and acceptance due to legal, political, and 
familialial legacies. 

TThe artists’ family ties reach from eastern Oregon, to the bi-national city 
of El Paso/Jaurez, into El Salvador and across the hemisphere to Yemen. 
And while the specificity of these places deeply inform the artists' 
practice, it is becoming clearer how elaborately tied to each other we are 
across regions and cultures around the world due to recurring waves of 
colonialism and migration. All borders, all boundaries of belonging, are 
more broken and complicated than we want to assume them to be. 
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Hannah Bakken

Words to that Effect, 2020, letterpress prints

MMade as a site-specific installation Bakken’s thesis work Words to that Effect 
displays numerous letterpress prints in the landscape of the artist’s home 
area of rural Eastern Oregon. Letterpress prints mimic “no trespassing” 
signs, sending invitations for self-regard versus warnings and accumulatively 
draws attention to the fence as an enabler of settler colonization, attention 
to the illusion of land ownership, and attention to the history of the 
American West as a constructed entity. Words to that Effect brings visual 
atattention to the fence and its accompanying signs to imagine and release 
possibilities free from a settler colonial paradigm and free from political, 
environmental, and economical unrest, we must all nurture a radical 
ethico-political engagement with our individual accountability. A radical 
ethico-political engagement is about accommodating and recognizing “the 
plurality of singularities” and to allow for sensitivity to other ways of being 
and experiencing reality.  This is to recognize that this type of engagement is 
oopen-ended, dynamic, and has no solid assurances or outcomes, but it is a 
process all must begin to engage in nonetheless. By seeing the structure that 
holds all captive and demonstrating accountability to varied experiences and 
the uncommonalities between them all, a constructive potency can be 
cultivated that can guide a liberation of possibilities outward from power and 
limitations.
 
Hannah Bakken hails from Malheur County, OR and works interdisciplinarily 
by combining print media with performance, sculpture, and installation to 
examine identity, the body, land use, and place largely as it relates to rural 
American experiences. She received her BFA in Studio Art from Southern 
Oregon University in 2017 and recently graduated with her MFA in Print Media 
and MA in Critical Studies from the Pacific Northwest College of Art. Hannah 
is immensely grateful for her job at Neu Haus Press as the studio manager 
anand aside from making art and reading she likes working on and riding bikes, 
tending to plants, driving to Eastern Oregon as often as possible, and 
spending time with her partner and pets.

Complete Photo Documentation (https://www.hannahbakken.com/words-to-that-effect)
 

Prices
Prints - $25 



Andrea Gochez-Wilson

Chacuatete (Hammock) 2020, burlap, twine, linocut
Sueños (Pillow) 2019, recycled materials $100
Cobija (Blanket)  2020, muslin, turmeric $60
Zapaticos (Shoes) 2019, seed beads, embroidery thread, burlap, twine, rubber $575
Pajaro, 2019-2020, seed beads, embroidery thread $650
SSolderos, 2019-2020, seed beads, embroidery thread $450
Casita, 2019-2020, seed beads, embroidery thread $575

AAs a person of mixed-heritage, a prevalent theme in my life has centered around 
being divided. The challenge I have faced as a Salvadoran-American, was learning 
how to be of two cultures. Countless moments throughout my life found me asking: 
am I Latina, or am I white? As if I had to choose one identity over the other. And in 
choosing, it felt as if I would be giving away the other half of me. Recent artistic 
exploration has transformed my discomfort into a solid sense of pride. I now know:
I am proud to be the daughter of two cultures.
AAnd I seek to celebrate my mixed-heritage, on my own terms.

From this new place of being, I recognize clearly the work I seek to create. I have 
discovered the affinity I have for specific mediums that are celebrated crafts in El 
Salvador. The hammock represents comfort, personal memories, the history 
between the US and El Salvador, the import and export of cultures, resulting in the 
“Producto de El Salvador”. Each work is an opportunity for me to connect to my 
ancestral roots in hopes of discovering myself and lessening my confusion.

AAndrea Gochez-Wilson is a multidisciplinary artist originally from Los Angeles 
currently working in Portland, OR. Her work is about celebration; celebration of 
herself, her childhood, her values, and the rich blend of cultures she is proud to be 
a part of. As a Salvadoran-American, Andrea explores her mixed race heritage 
through artistic practices found in El Salvador and the United States, such as: 
embroidery, fabric dyeing, weaving, and beading. As a recent BFA graduate from PSU, 
Andrea continues to explore her identity and discover new ways to create that reveal 
a a deeper understanding of what it means to be Salvadoran-American.



Mohamed Murshed 

Yemenis are being stripped away from their human rights inside the country and outside. 
“... We are the future, and we are responsible for our children’s future. Let’s not repeat our 
father’s mistakes. It’s on us to decide our fate. Let’s allow the acceptance of our 
differences and stop pointing figures once we address and check our ignorance. The 
change will happen, and we could live in peace and love.” 2019/2020

SScarves printed on Polyester with a slightly transparent effect
Steel sculpture with 3D printed filament, porcelain ceramic, and digital painting 

MyMy artwork reflects who I am and brings awareness to the humanitarian crisis in Yemen 
— sitting in what I call my new homeland in the United States watching my childhood 
country go down in ruins. They have been in war for more than seven years; I left Yemen 
to the states during the start of the Arab Spring, which was last Yemen looked as 
beautiful as it did. I try to create art that reminds me of places where I grew up, that no 
longer exists due to the bombs destroying everything. I create artwork, either painting 
or digital work, and sometimes even sculpture to shine a light on Yemen's happening. 
YemYemen is a place that reminds people of something ancient, and archaeologists from all 
around the world would go to Yemen to visit the old cities. 

My art shows the trauma I went through, my videos display the evil events happening, 
and whom these repugnant leaders/terrorists are. Unfortunately, evil runs the country 
at the moment, which forced many to leave. For many, there is no work, food, water, and 
a way to survive. I feel a need to focus my work on Yemen as it's a reflection of who I am 
and its heavy-hearted to me. My projects revolve heavily around my childhood country 
of Yemen, a third world country that has backward traditions with no fundamental 
human rights and has caused many people mental anguish. PTSD keeps me in chains, but 
wiwithin my process, I break one ring at a time from the strings of my trauma. 

We fell unconscious toward the world and rose in another, quickly America without 
magic. Italy lost its boot to stand, and Belgium no longer romantic. "the empire on which 
the sun never sets" the sun finally sets. The Monsters are no longer a refuge, and Mecca 
is dry and empty. Caring switched to become a threat. Not visiting your family became an 
act of love. Quickly money is worthless, and Oxygen became something we struggle to 
get. The planet remains beautiful; we keep declaring that we are going to destroy the 
world with pollution. The only thing we are hurting is our breathing. Mother earth just 
lolocked us all up and worked its natural selection. 



Mohamed Murshed

(continued...)
It is time to rethink our purpose and what and why we are here. Things can switch in the 
blink of an eye. We are not necessary, the air, earth, water, and sky without us, it's just 
fine. Remember, when we come back, we are only guests and never masters." 

FFive years of war between a Saudi-led alliance and the Houthi's, the healthcare system 
in Yemen is in critical condition; children are in hospital for starvation and disease. The 
majority of the population now depends on food and medical aid mostly passed or 
funded by aid organizations, but the truth is the donation, and medical assistance don't 
reach. The world has wholly cut off Yemen. I hope that my artwork brings awareness to 
the worst humanitarian crisis of all time in Yemen, especially now with COVID- 19 
pandemic.

II was born and raised in Sana’a, Yemen. In my childhood, while living with my parents 
and my little brother, the neighborhood was lively and full of friends and neighbors. 
Unfortunately, many of them died because of the civil wars in Yemen and the Youth 
Revolution in 2011, especially the devastating war in 2015 with the Saudia-led coalition. 
I moved to the United States during the Arab Spring, saw many of my friends die due to 
the war. I consider myself one of the lucky ones able to escape war before it was too 
late for me. I work with paint, sculpture, video, sound, programming for art, and video 
gagames. I am interested in challenging myself and in trying things that I haven’t done 
before. In my art, I try to bring awareness to the issues in Yemen and find help to unpack 
the layers of my Trauma.

Prices

Mini Polyester Scarves - $40 each
Large Polyester Scarves - $80 each
Long Polyester Scarves - $65 each     
Red Satin Fabric - $100
Masks 100% Organic Cotton - $25      
Gloves - $45    
Bandana - $65     
T-Shirt - $85



Mercedes Rajme

A Piece of the Wall, 2019 
screen print on envelope, digital and letterpress print on paper, corroded steel, dirt and 
rocks collected from the San Diego/Tijuana border, video and website. 

FFor the majority of my life, there has been a wall between the U.S. and Mexico; a physical 
representation of our national attempts to define an “us” and a “them”. When I left 
home and moved to Portland, I found that wall exists here too, and in all of the U.S., in 
the violently peaceful lives of those who qualify as “American”. There are pieces of it 
everywhere, in our cheap produce and prison labor made apparel, in thinking this all 
started with Trump, in the convenient forgetting of the long, cruel and ongoing histories 
of U.S. business and military involvement around the world, in our assumption that 
boborders should even exist. Whether you want to build the wall or destroy it, every piece 
of it counts; which piece are you? 

What does it mean to be American?  Who is safe in America?  How much does the 
American dream cost? and for who?  How can we engage with ideological border walls? 
How can we begin to imagine a world with no borders?

Mercedes Rajme is a Mexican American artist working between Portland, OR and their 
hometown of El Paso, TX. Their work focuses on the subject of the U.S.-Mexico border 
wall, exploring the concepts of American-ness and subsequent “other,” and 
contextualizing U.S. domestic security policy as well as military interventions globally in 
the history of western colonialism and U.S. imperialism. This work primarily takes the 
form of video, publication, and digital installation via websites; Rajme additionally works 
in sound, performance and various print media.

PPrices sliding scale $10-$50          Vennmo @arrozconmeche



Questions we are considering in relation to this exhibition:

Why did nation-states first come into being?

Where do we belong? Is fitting in close enough to belonging?

Who is “we”?

Who are your ancestors?

When has the border been closed to you? 

HHow much am I who I am because of where I came from?

How much am I who I am because of who raised me?

How much am I who I am because of the era in which I live?

How can I feel at home and not at home at the same time? Will I always feel this way?

What does being at home feel like in your body?

If the war did not happen, would my family have left?

How much did my parents gain from coming here?

HHow much did my parents have to give up to come here?

What values did my family preserve?

Will my family feel represented in this work?

Who sets the boundaries? Who maintains the boundaries?

I am mixed so why do I feel divided?

What is patriotism to global citizens?

What is post-colonial accountability?

HHow do we begin to rematriate the land?

What do we see clearer from a distance? 
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